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Would you like to enrich your life by tapping into the magical properties of the plant life that

surrounds us all? If you answered "yes", you're in the right place. Thanks to the increasing

popularity of Wicca, there has been a resurgence in interest in herb magic. With all of the readily

available herbs - either store bought, grown, or foraged - herbal magic is one of the most accessible

forms of magic of all, not to mention one of the most effective! If you're looking to start practicing

Wicca or witchcraft (or you want to practice spell work under a completely different umbrella!),

herbal magic is one of the best starting points. Magical Properties of Herbs Going right back to the

earliest recorded history, the healers, shamans, and other medicine men and women of the "old

days" understood that herbs are useful for more than just nutrition and physical cures. But

throughout history and across continents, all societies had working relationships with herbs and their

magical properties. When you think about it, it's little surprise that herbs are among the most

powerful tools of magic. After all, plants embody the power of the four classical elements working

together to create and sustain life - Earth (the soil), fire (the sun), air (oxygen), and water (well,

plants do need water!). Of course, not all herbs have the same magical properties. Some herbs, like

lavender and cinnamon, are primarily used for matters of the heart. Others, including basil and

sage, are called upon for protection spells. Throughout this book, you'll learn about the magical

properties of some of the most popular herbs, enabling you to use them effectively during spell

work.
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In this simple yet very informative book Lisa Chamberlain brings key elements of introducing the

beginner Wiccan an introduction of using herbs in their magickal spells. Lisa starts her book on a

brief description of history of how the ancient people used herbs in their everyday life. She gives a

brief but strong overview of The Power Of Correspondences in conjunction with the magickal

system of the plant kingdom. She explains in a direct forward way of how the universe, plants and

the four elements are interconnected with each other. Lisa explains The Doctrine Of Signature

candidly of how the every plant is useful humans and the very fact that humans need plants to

survive. Plants have a resemblance to the human body and it's medicinal benefits will correspond

with the the ailing part of the body and it's use for healing that part of the body. Interestingly she

writes how certain plants used for medicinal purposes look exactly like the part of the body that

needs to be healed. Lisa eases the beginner witch with thirteen herbs that are the most used by the

witch. She gives the description, magickal correspondences, and the magickal associations of the

herb, which includes the zodiac sign, planet , element and deity of which was they're desired herb.

Included in her book Lisa gives the reader recipes for magickal spell casting teas, baths, oils and a

few other items. Lisa brilliantly executed a very interesting, informative easy to understand and use

beginner guide to herb magic...A must read for those who are starting out in the magickal world of

herbs..Great Job Lisa!:)

What a great book. I learned a few things that seemed so simple when I read them.... I use herbs

everyday for many purposes and grow a lot both for ceremonies and the cooking.....This book

recharged my passion for herbs, their history, usage and beauty and importance in our everyday

lives. I love ElfwortThanks Lisa...another great installment.

This is a useful guide for getting started with using plants for magical purposes or just better

connecting to their energies. This provides a broad range of uses from culinary to oils, teas,

smudging and baths. This is not meant to be a comprehensive resource, just a basic guide.

I received a free copy of this book in exchange for an honest review, and I quite enjoyed reading

this book. It includes information about 13 major herbs - as well as a Table of Correspondence, how

to do an energetic clearing, smudging & purification AND a suggested reading list!



This book covers, in more detail than most, all the beginning uses of herbs in ritual.The author adds

historical uses as well as today's most common uses for 10 different plants, then goes on to explain

how teas made from these herbs are used in magic. She also covers bathing with magical herbs

and other easy and common experiences where herbs are most called for. This is an excellent

book, ranking with her book on crystals and stones for utility.

This is a starter guide for herbal work. It begins with a small history of herbal use in the past. Then,

it provides short discussions on 13 herbs and how they have been used in the past and can be used

currently. Next is a discussion on how to create your own magical garden and several tea recipes

and spells.

As with all the other books by Lisa Chamberlain, this is a fantastic book for both beginners and

those with more experience in herbal magic. I highly recommend this book.

Love this simple and charming book! Its useful for a beginner and still not too basic for a more

advanced reader. Lots of helpful detailed information. Very inspired and can't wait to plant my own

garden!
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